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ddos attacks cause denial of service to a website or network, typically by
bombarding it with large volumes of useless data. these attacks are often
used as a last resort or part of a multi-stage attack because they can be very
expensive to execute, and the resulting downtime can put a business at risk.
web servers such as wordpress are popular targets for hackers due to their
common use and ease of penetration. web servers are popular targets for
hackers because of the relative ease and wide availability of a number of
exploits for common vulnerabilities. popularly exploited vulnerabilities include
remote code execution (rce) in web server software such as php, and webdav
vulnerabilities. a number of security researchers have released proof-of-
concept (poc) exploits for these types of vulnerabilities. the popularity of a
specific type of vulnerability is not a strong indicator of the attacker’s
motivation. the motivation of the attacker is typically reflected in the attack
payload. exploits for wordpress-related vulnerabilities typically install a
cryptocurrency miner as a payload. many attacks use the gitlab vulnerable
api to execute commands on compromised systems. some attacks also
leverage the gitlab web ui to download files. the goal of the threat actors --
often cybercriminals -- that control these botnets is to infect as many
connected devices as possible, using the computing power and resources of
those devices for automated tasks that generally remain hidden to the users
of the devices. the threat actors -- often cybercriminals -- that control these
botnets use them to send email spam, engage in click fraud campaigns and
generate malicious traffic for distributed denial-of-service attacks.
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microsoft continues to work closely with the broader security community to
understand the tactics of advanced threat actors. microsoft recognizes that

there are threat actors and groups which have the capability to perform
targeted attacks. this is the first time that the microsoft team has observed

targeted actors performing attacks against the elasticsearch application. this
is not unexpected as the majority of the attacks we have seen so far have

been both large-scale and at the scale of millions of infections. this is a great
example of the need for a broad range of dynamic monitoring and analysis
capability to understand the complete attack lifecycle. by monitoring and

understanding these capabilities, we are able to better identify the actors and
their activities, and help our customers and security teams more effectively
investigate and respond to advanced threats. watch for more activity from

this actor as this campaign progresses. we have observed a number of
attacks exploiting the log4j 2 vulnerabilities targeting the solr search engine,

which is a popular component of elasticsearch. attackers are using this
vulnerability to surreptitiously perform queries to the solr database as part of

their campaigns. these queries are sent via the jdni:ldap:/// solr rest api, a
result of a flaw in the solr binary that allowed authentication to a remote

instance of solr. when a hacker compromises a server, they can gain access
to any information stored on it. this can include passwords, credit card

details, and intellectual property. vulnerable servers can be used to control
other systems and networks. an attacker might use a compromised web

server to send spam or launch a distributed denial-of-service attack. if the
server is compromised by malware, the hacker could use it to steal

intellectual property or confidential data. a hacker might use a server to
create a botnet or use it to launch an advanced persistent threat. 5ec8ef588b
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